CAPACITY: 10T (20,000 LBS)
REEEVING: 2PD, 12MM ROPE DIA
HOIST MOTOR: 15HP (OPTIONAL 20 HP OR 25 HP) INVERTER DUTY WITH 200% HOLDING BRAKE
LIFT SPEED: 21 FPM (OPTIONAL 29 FPM OR 35 FPM) WITH FLUX VECTOR CONTROL
TROLLEY: 200MM DIA WHEELS, 100 FPM WITH VFD CONTROL
LIFT: REF TABLE
POWER: 460V/3PH/60HZ

CONSULT ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FOR SPECIFIC SPEEDS, VOLTAGES AND CAPACITIES

ADD 1.85" FOR 20HP
ADD 6.69" FOR 25HP
LENGTHS ARE VALID FOR 460V MOTOR ONLY
CONSULT FACTORY FOR 230V OR 575V OPTION

GAGE (IN) | A (IN) | B (IN) | LIFT (FT) | MAX WHEEL LOAD (LB)
----------|--------|--------|-----------|------------------
78        | 62.5   | 17.5   | 40        | 6701             
78        | 65.5   | 14.5   | 47        | 6722             
78        | 68.5   | 11.5   | 53        | 6742             
78        | 71.5   | 8.5    | 61        | 6762             

MINIMUM LIFT

MAXIMUM LIFT

WASHINGTON, D.C., USA